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The current Library exhibit celebrates AfricanAmerican Music Appreciation Month. The picture at
the right is the book display. Celebrate by listening to
the music of some of the great musicians of the 20th
century, Duke Ellington, Nat King Cole, Louis
Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Sammy Davis, Jr., Harry
Bellefontaine, Mary J. Blige, and Michael Jackson.
It has been thirty years since the passing of commediene and actress Lucille Ball. The
National Comedy Center announced on April 26 plans to digitize materials from the
archives of the Lucille Ball Desi Arnaz Museum. The Center and Musuem are in
Jamestown, New York. The archives include behind-the-scenes production papers, rare
family and studio photographs, handwritten notes, letters and telegrams from notable
figures, and other documents. Many items have never been exhibited publically.

Featured Database of the Month
EBSCO eBook Collection – This e-book collection supplements our print
collections and allows us to offer thousands of books that would not fit on
our shelves. The EBSCO collection with more than148,651 e-books covers
all academic disciplines. All the titles may be searched with the Library
catalog using the “Everything” tab. They will not be found with the “In the library” tab. Reading books in PDF or
EPUB formats is convenient because you do not have to search the shelves and books can be read from any
computer with Internet access. Not all browsers work equally well for reading online. For the user guide click
here. For direct search click here for the EBSCO search page. Searching may be done by author, title,
subject or key word. Do not hesitate to ask a librarian to help you find e-books.

Visit The Library Online and in Person
The Library Home Page http:/ccc.edu/mxlibrary has links to documents, lists of
resources for all of our services, electronic exhibits and more.
The Library now has a bibliography of faculty publications. Look for the page, Faculty
Publications under Learn More on the right side of the Library home page
(http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary) or clicking here. Since this is an ongoing project, please
submit citations, references and updates to your publcations. Publications may be in
any discipline and do not need to be related to what you teach. Send citations or links
throughout the year directly to Daniel Stuhlman (dstuhlman@ccc.edu) in the Library.

